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	Principles of Web Design, Fifth Edition, leads you through the

	entire Web site creation process, from start to fi nish, while developing

	and enhancing your HTML, CSS, and visual design skills

	along the way. You will learn how to create accessible Web sites

	that let users easily and quickly navigate through your information,

	regardless of browser type, connection speed, or browsing

	device. Whether you are building a site from scratch or redesigning

	an existing site, the principles presented in this text will help

	you deliver your Web content in a more interesting, accessible,

	and visually exciting way.





	This edition refl ects the latest in Web design trends with expanded

	sections, plenty of new content, and a reorganized topic fl ow. Th e

	examples and activities emphasize building standards-based Web

	designs using the latest Web technologies including HTML5 and

	CSS3. You will examine current Web design theories and view a

	variety of Web sites, learning to focus on both the user’s needs and

	the requirements of the content you want to deliver. You will learn

	about the Web project design process and see how to take an initial

	rough sketch and turn it into a fi nished layout. Th rough handson

	activities you will gain experience controlling all Web design

	aspects including typography, color, backgrounds, page layout, and

	navigation.





	Principles of Web Design, Fifth Edition is printed in full color,

	allowing you to better see how designers use color in the example

	Web sites that illustrate Web design principles. Updated illustrations

	and screen shots throughout the book refl ect current

	browser, device, and Web design trends.
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IMS: A New Model for Blending Applications (Informa Telecoms & Media)Auerbach Publications, 2009
For over a hundred years of modern telecommunication history, public telephone communication has taken place over some form of a circuit switch transmission, which has evolved in its own right from analog to digital and from fixed to mobile networks. Now with the coming of IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) technology, which merges the Internet world...
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Japanese Mood and Modality in Systemic Functional Linguistics (Not in series)John Benjamins Publishing, 2021

	This book is an anthology of four papers that offers a cross-linguistic and inter-

	disciplinary exploration of modality within systemic functional linguistics (SFL).

	Drawing upon the broad SFL notion of modality that refers to the intermediate

	degrees between the positive and negative poles, the individual papers probe into

	the...
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Voice Over MPLS : Planning and Designing NetworksMcGraw-Hill, 2002
MPLS is many things to many people. If you’re moving IP voice traffic, it may mean performance gains for you.
Daniel Minoli’s Voice Over MPLS gives you the technical and business lowdown on innovative new solutions for packet-based voice.  What does it take to build flexible, high-performance networks with...
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Foundations of Learning Classifier Systems (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2005
Learning Classifier Systems (LCS) [Holland, 1976] are a machine learning technique which combines evolutionary computing, reinforcement learning, supervised learning or unsupervised learning, and heuristics to produce adaptive systems. They are rulebased systems, where the rules are usually in the traditional production system form of “IF...
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Knowledge and Computing: A Course on Computer EpistemologyCentral European University Press, 2010

	The result of the author's extensive practical experience: a decade in computer process control using large scale systems, another decade in machine pattern-recognition for vision systems, and nearly a decade dealing with artificial intelligence and expert systems. These real-life projects have taught Vamos a critical appreciation of, and...
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Peer-to-Peer with VB .NETApress, 2003
Peer-to-peer proponents claim that their technology holds the keys to  building virtual supercomputers, sharing vast pools of knowledge, and creating  self-sufficient communities on the Internet. Peer-to-Peer with VB .NET  explores how these design ideas can be integrated into existing .NET  applications. 

This book is an honest...
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